
Data privacy regulations such as GDPR and CCPA impose strict requirements on handling 
sensitive customer information. Accelario's data anonymization solution ensures 
compliance while maintaining the realism and integrity of test data. 

Accelario for
Financial Services

Empowering Finance & Banking 
with an Advanced Test Data 
Management Solution

Accelario offers a cutting-edge test data management solution tailored to the unique 
challenges faced by financial institutions, empowering your organization to streamline 
your testing processes while ensuring compliance and data security.

Traditional test data management methods often involve creating and managing multiple 
copies of production databases, leading to significant resource consumption and increased 
complexity. Accelario's database virtualization solution revolutionizes this approach by 
providing on-demand, lightweight virtual copies of databases. 

Accelario Database Virtualization Solution

Accelario Data Anonymization Solution

www.accelario.com

With Accelario, financial institutions can:

Instantly provision virtual database copies for testing, eliminating the need for
time-consuming data refresh processes.

Reduce storage overhead by up to 70% through efficient database
virtualization techniques.

Enhance testing agility and accelerate application development cycles.

Key features include:

Automated sensitive data discovery and classification.

Dynamic data masking and obfuscation techniques to anonymize sensitive information.

Control over data masking policies, ensuring compliance with regulatory requirements.

Real-time data anonymization for continuous testing environments.



Why Choose Accelario?

www.accelario.com

Accelerated Development Cycles
Streamline the testing process by leveraging lightweight virtualized databases, enabling
faster deployment of new features and updates to your applications.

Enhanced Data Security
Protect sensitive customer information with robust data anonymization techniques,
reducing the risk of data breaches and ensuring compliance and other regulatory
requirements.

Cost-Effective
By reducing storage overhead and streamlining testing processes, Accelario helps
financial organizations achieve significant cost savings.

Proven Track Record
Trusted by leading financial institutions worldwide, Accelario delivers reliable and
scalable test data management solutions.

Comprehensive Support
 Our dedicated team provides comprehensive support and guidance throughout the
implementation and deployment process.

Accelario shortened our delivery cycle and gave us the agility and flexibility we needed. 

Their solution dramatically accelerated project delivery, cutting down provisioning times 

while meeting security and privacy regulations.
“

”
 Emma Sandler
DBA Team Leader at the Bank of Jerusalem



The Accelario Advantage

Short Onboarding and Implementation Time
Accelario offers a swift onboarding process, allowing
your team to quickly integrate and utilize our
solutions in your existing infrastructure. The user-
friendly self-service portal streamlines tasks, reducing
dependency on Database Administrators (DBAs). 

Self-Service Platform
Automate complex DevOps test data
management challenges, from database
virtualization and data anonymization tools.

Agile Team Empowerment
Provide agile teams with the autonomy to
generate virtual test data environments
effortlessly, with features like version control,
data state rewinding, replication, and sharing
across teams.

AI-Powered Anonymization & Referential Integrity
Ensure your test data remains secure and realistic
with AI-powered anonymization. Preserve referential
integrity while swiftly acquiring production-quality
data, safeguarding against cyber threats without
sacrificing vital relationships.
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About Accelario
Accelario has engineered the next generation of test data management technology, enabling teams  
operating in engineering, DevOps and QA, microservices, ML/AI, and/or cloud-based environments to work 
more efficiently  and effectively. We accelerate application delivery by enabling shift-left testing with 
AI-powered anonymization,  providing high-quality, production-based test data with full privacy compliance 
leveraging both virtual and physical data technologies at a lower cost. The result is faster and simpler 
development processes,  higher-quality releases, and increased business growth.  

Unlock the power of efficient and secure test data management with Accelario. Contact us today 
to schedule a personalized demo and discover how we can empower your organization to accelerate 
innovation while ensuring compliance and data security.

Get Started Today


